A RESOLUTION RESERVING THE PARCEL OF LAND ACQUIRED BY THE MUNICIPALITY FROM DANLIZEZ CORPORATION AND THE SORIANO SIBLINGS LOCATED AT BARANGAY ZAPOTE I AS RELOCATION SITE OF FAMILIES RESIDING ALONG RIVERBANKS AND OTHER WATERWAYS IN BACOOR CAVITE AND DESIGNATING THE AREA AS A SOCIALIZED HOUSING SITE TO BE KNOWN AS “STRIKEVILLE 3”.

Sponsored by: Bayani M. De Leon

WHEREAS, social justice commands the adoption of social measures, ways and means for the elimination of slums, shambles that are overcrowded without proper ventilation and sanitation facilities and for the construction of decent dwellings for the less fortunate and destitute inhabitants of the Municipality;

WHEREAS, the Municipality is cognizant of the growing housing problems of its residents and the widespread illegal settlements where families reside in danger areas such as esteros, creeks and riverbanks;

WHEREAS, the proliferation of illegal settlers in the waterways contributed and aggravated the widespread inundation suffered by the Municipality during the last typhoon season;

WHEREAS, to alleviate this problem the Municipality has recently acquired a 1.5 hectare property owned by the Soriano siblings and Danlizez Corporation located at Barangay Zapote 1;

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan in session assembled to specifically designate and reserved the 1.5 hectare property recently acquired by purchase by the Municipality as a socialized housing site to be known as STRIKEVILLE 3 as relocation site of families residing in riverbanks and other waterways.

RESOLVED FURTHER that copies of this resolution be furnished to all concerned for their information and guidance.
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ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY, by the Sangguniang Bayan at its  
22nd special session this 27th of May 2010.  

I hereby certify to the truth and correctness of the above-quoted Resolution.  

Certified by:  

HON. MIGUEL R. BAUTISTA  
Councilor/Acting Presiding Officer  

Attested by:  

ATTY. KHALID A. ATEGA, JR.  
Secretary to the Sangguniang Bayan  

Approved by:  

HON. STRIKE B. REVILLA  
Municipal Mayor  

Address: Evangelista St., Barangay Tubing Dagat, Bacoor, Cavite  
Teletex No.: (046) 434-5716  

BAGONG BACOOR!  
Tapat sa Serbisyo, Nagkakaisa sa Pagbabago...